
Solution Overview

RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster, 
by delivering specialized finance and accounting 
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth. 
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique 
business environment, our consulting firm has 
helped 850+ companies achieve success since 1993. 
No matter the size of your company or the scale of 
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging 
solutions to accelerate growth.
Learn more at www.roseryan.com.

Contact:
(510) 456-3056 x400
sales@roseryan.com

About RoseRyan

25
years in 
business

More than

850
clients

With RoseRyan, I get on-demand 
expertise, with the ability to lean on a 
savvy finance pro who truly knows his 
stuff and our business. 

Nancy Bush, CFO, Anomali

To keep up with 
growth, companies 
need access to 
timely, accurate 
revenue figures but 
they often lack the 
in-house talent to 
get it done properly.

Reach out to revenue accounting aces to hold down the fort, 
streamline your process, make sure you’re doing it right and help 
others in the company get on board.

Pain Points:
• Revenue receives a ton of attention (and scrutiny) by stakeholders and auditors
• Reporting revenue is a nuanced job that requires a specialized skill set to do it right
• Revenue accounting experts are hard to find, and companies struggle to make

sense of it
• Accountants, salespeople, executives all talk about revenue differently
• Fast-moving companies lack the resources and talent for keeping up with growth

Solution:
• Lean on finance pros to manage revenue accounting on an interim basis
• Evaluate current revenue policies and practices for compliance with GAAP
• Take the effort beyond finance—seek getting finance and sales on one page
• Greatly improve workflow by fixing bottlenecks, gaps and inefficiencies
• Raise the team’s skills to match the company’s expanding complexity

Benefits:
• Proper revenue recognition policies and procedures in place
• Improved workflow—finance no longer viewed as holding up the works
• Stakeholders outside of finance finally “get” revenue
• Audit-ready documentation that minimizes questions
• A clear path for keeping up with revenue recognition as the business grows

Revenue Accounting Solutions




